WE CONNECT
WITH YOUR EMOTIONS

OUR STYLE DEFINES US
We are facing a globalised world in which design is a major trend in our society, because as many
say; "our style defines us". Socioculturally, for better or worse, it is associated with our attitude and personality.
There are designs that not only condition our daily life but also make it a way of life.

WIND CONTROL
CARCHE has been designed to deliver
the best sporting performance in all
conditions

at

all

times,

its

highly

developed technology and aerodynamics
make this comfortable 2-seater super
sports car an impressive competitor on
the road with the best agility and dexterity.

100 UNITS
WORLDWIDE
Exclusivity is a prerequisite for
originality and we know that,
which is why we invite you to own
one of the 100 units that will be
produced worldwide.

In collaboration with the prestigious DragonTT Designer, the CARCHE brand is launching its first project on the market. DragonTT Designers has been creating
motor vehicles for more than 20 years and more specifically putting into circulation the most luxurious high-displacement motorbikes of the moment.
High-performance, fully customised vehicles that delight their owners. DragonTT Designers has an unbeatable after-sales service where you will always receive
a human treatment. The sale of original DragonTT spare parts is guaranteed.

PREPARATION
A LA CARTE
In CARCHE we know how important the details in the
preparation of your car are for you, for this reason we
take care to have at your disposal a wide range of
possibilities for you to customize the car to your liking,
always

taking

responsibility

to

offer

the

best

comprehensive service design, manufacture, legalization
and after-sales service DragonTT, so that you only have
to enjoy your vehicle.

Brand: Carche
Design: DragonTT
Manufacturer: DragonTT
Chassis: Tubular steel.
Safety: 5-point harness approved.
Version: Combustion/ Electric.
Tare: 638kg/ 722Kg.
Tyres: 225/45 R17
Number of seats: 2
Height: 1,22m.
Width: 1,89m.
Length: 3,69m.
Wheelbase: 2,45m.
Suspensions: Ohlins.
Engine: BMW / Kawasaki.
Engine type: In-line 4-cylinder.
Displacement: 600cc / 998 cc / 1300 cc.
Power: 120hp / 180hp / 310hp.
Max Speed: 190 Km/h / 239 Km/h / 291Km/h.

310 Hp
HIGH PERFORMANCE. The heart of CARCHE is chosen

by the customer and can be fitted with a wide range of
electric or combustion engines ranging from 120 hp to
more than 310 hp in its TOP range.

THE DOMAIN OF
ENGINEERING
Our brand puts at your disposal a great team
of professionals with extensive racing experience to get the most out of the extraordinary
CARCHE chassis by enhancing it technically.
An imposing track car that is super fun and
extremely wild.
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CARCHE has the best brands and components on the market in search of project excellence and maximum customer satisfaction.

www.dragontt.com

